Abstract
Introduction
Mobile agent technology is promoted as an emerging technology that will make it much easier to design, implement and maintain distributed systems. Although this technology has been expected to be used in the development of various networked applications in the Internet, there have few attempts to apply it to the Internet. The reason for this is a mismatch in network processing, in addition to the problem of protecting against malicious agents or malicious hosts. That is, most existing mobile agent systems are essentially designed to be used within an intranet, instead of on the Internet, and also they are often dependent on particular network protocols such as Java RMI and HTTP. In almost all intranet situations, however, there is a firewall that prevents users from establishing a direct socket connection to/from an external node, except for certain ports, and thus some of the systems cannot migrate any mobile agents through the firewall. Moreover, several applications often require application-specific network processing for migrating their agents over a network. For example, a mobile agent for electronic commerce needs to be transformed into an application-specific encrypted bit stream before transferring itself over a network, including the Internet. However, existing mobile agent systems cannot dynamically adapt their own network processing to the requirements of each visiting agent because their network processing is statically embedded inside them.
The goal of this paper is to present a mechanism for dynamically customizing network processing for agent migration in the Internet. We describe a framework for dynamically deploying and changing network protocols for agent migration according to the requirements of each visiting agent and the external environment. This framework introduces the notion of network processing of mobile agents, by mobile agents, for mobile agents. The notion allows network processing for mobile agents to be implemented as a set of mobile agents. That is, our mobile agent-based protocols can transmit mobile agents as first-class objects to their destinations. Also, the dynamic deployment of the mobile agent-based protocols can be naturally and easily performed by the migration of the agents that support these protocols. Therefore, our framework allows network processing for mobile agents to be adapted to the requirements of visiting agents and to changes in the environment. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains our framework of customizable network processing for agent migration. Section 3 briefly reviews our mobile agent system, MobileSpaces, and Section 4 presents several mobile agent-based protocols running on the system. Section 5 shows the usability of our framework based on two realworld examples and Section 6 surveys related work. Section 7 describes the current status of the framework and Section 8 provides a summary and then touches on future issues.
Architecture
The framework presented in this paper provides a selfconfiguring infrastructure for mobile agents. It can deploy and configure network protocols for agent migration according to the requirements of visiting agents and to changes in the network environment. This section outlines the overall architecture of the framework and describes the basic idea of adaptive protocols based on the framework.
Configurable Network Processing
Our framework is built on a mobile agent system, called MobileSpaces, presented in our previous paper [12] . The system is characterized by two novel concepts: agent hierarchy and inter-agent migration. The former means that one mobile agent can be contained within another mobile agent. That is, mobile agents are organized in a tree-like structure. The latter means that each mobile agent can migrate to other mobile agents as a whole, with all its inner agents. Each agent can freely move into any agent in the same agent hierarchy except into itself or its inner agents, as long as the destination agent accepts it. A container agent is responsible for automatically offering its own services and resources to its inner agents and can subordinate its inner agents. Therefore, an agent can directly instruct its inner agents to move to another location. Our mobile agents can transmit other mobile agents as first-class objects [3] , in the sense that mobile agents can be passed to and returned from other mobile agents as values by their container agents. Such container agents are still mobile and thus can transport their inner agents to other agents. As a result, our framework allows various operations for mobile agents, including network processing for agent migration, to be naturally constructed and performed by other mobile agents. That is, network protocols for agent migration are implemented within mobile agents. Accordingly, mobile agents are introduced as the only constituent of our network processing for mobile agents. Moreover, such protocols can be dynamically and easily changed by migrating agents that implement the protocols to destinations and immediate nodes. Therefore, our framework offers a self-configurable infrastructure of network processing for mobile agents. Furthermore, they can be constructed and reused through a single programmable abstraction for composition and refinement of mobile agents. As a result, our framework can greatly simplify the development of active networks.
Agent Migration Protocols for the Internet
Current protocols for data transmission are often arranged in a hierarchy of layers. Each layer presents an interface to the layers above it and extends services provided by the layer below it. Our hierarchical structure for mobile agents enables network protocols for agent migration to be organized hierarchically. For example, network processing agents at the bottom layer of the source host transmit a mobile agent to the same kind of network processing agents running at its destination host through their favorite data transmission protocols. Encryption and authentication mechanisms for agent migration are constructed at a layer independent of network processing running at other layers. Also, agent migration in a hierarchy is introduced as a basic mechanism for accessing services provided by the underlying layer. When an agent wants a service, it can access the service by migrating itself into one of the agents providing that service.
MobileSpaces: A Runtime System for Hierarchical Mobile Agents
Here we briefly review the MobileSpaces system 1 , which provides an infrastructure for building and executing mobile agents for network processing in addition to mobile agent based-applications. The MobileSpaces system supports mobile agents that obey the notions of agent hierarchy and inter-agent migration presented in the previous section.
Our mobile agent system can dynamically adapt itself to changes in the network environment because it is constructed based on a micro-kernel architecture, like several operating systems. That is, the system consists of two parts: a core system and subcomponents. The former offers only the minimal and common functions, independent of the underlying environment. It is thus independent of the network infrastructure. 2 The latter is a collection of subcomponents outside the core system that provide other functions, for example, agent migration between different computers and persistence of secondary storage, which may depend on the surrounding environment. These subcomponents, including network processing for agent migration, are implemented as mobile agents so that they can be dynamically added to and removed from the system by migrating and replacing the corresponding agents.
Core System
Each core system runs on a computer and is made as small as possible. It offers only three facilities.
Agent Hierarchy Management:
Each runtime system has an agent hierarchy, which is maintained as a tree-like structure in which each node contains a mobile agent and its attributes, and corresponds to the root node of its own agent hierarchy. Agent migration in an agent hierarchy is performed simply as a transformation of the tree structure of the hierarchy. A container agent is introduced as a service provider for its inner agents. Each agent offers a collection of service methods that can be accessed by its inner agents. Each agent is active but subordinate to its container agent. That is, a container agent can instruct its inner agents to move to other agents or computers, and it can marshal and terminate them.
Agent Execution Management:
Each mobile agent can have more than one active thread under the control of the core system. The core system maintains the life-cycle state of mobile agents. When the life-cycle state of an agent is changed, for example creation, termination, or migration, the core system issues events to invoke certain methods in the agent and its containing agents. The core system can explicitly limit the length of an agent's visit and the number of staying agents. When the time limit of a staying agent expires, it can automatically terminate the agent. This limitation offers a mechanism for caching network protocols.
Agent Verification Management:
The current implementation of the system uses the Java object serialization package for marshaling the states of agents, so agents are transmitted based on the notion of weak mobility [4] . The core system verifies whether a marshaled agent is valid or not to protect the system against invalid or malicious agents, by means of Java's security mechanism. Enriched security mechanisms for agent mechanisms can be implemented by mobile agents outside the core system. Also, the core system provides a facility for marshaling agents into bit streams and unmarshaling them later.
Mobile Agent Program
Our mobile agents are programmable entities like other mobile agents. Each agent consists of three parts: a body program, context objects, and inner agents. The body program is an instance of a subclass of abstract class Agent.
3 This class defines fundamental callback methods invoked when the life-cycle of a mobile agent changes due to creation, 3 Examples of mobile agent programs are given in the Appendix. suspension, marshaling, unmarshaling, destruction etc., like the delegation event model in Aglets [9] . It also provides a command for agent migration in an agent hierarchy, written as go(AgentURL destination). When an agent performs the command, it migrates itself to the destination agent specified as the argument of the command. An inner agent cannot access any methods defined in its container agent. Instead, each container is equipped with a context object that offers service methods in a subclass of the Context class, like the AppletContext class of Java's Applets. These methods can be indirectly accessed by its inner agents to get information about and interact with the environment, such as with their container, their sibling agents, and the underlying computer system. Each inner agent can invoke the public methods defined in the context of its container via several built-in application programming interfaces.
Each agent is associated with a resource limit that functions as a generalized Time-To-Live field. This limit is carried with the agent and is decremented by nodes as resources are consumed when the agent arrives at a new place. Nodes can discard agents when their limit reaches zero. To restrict the total resource bounds, when one agent creates another inside the network, the resources allocated to each created agent must be less than those of the creating agent.
Agent Migration Protocols in the Internet
Since the MobileSpaces core system supports only functions independent of the underlying environment, other functions, including agent migration between different computers, must be provided by mobile agents outside the core system. The system introduces each mobile agent as a service provider, because it is designed to provide service to its inner agents. When a mobile agent is preparing for a trip over a network, the agent migrates itself into a mobile agent that provides appropriate network processing in the same agent hierarchy and then the agent automatically transfers the visiting agent (or migrates itself) to its destination, or delegates other mobile agents in the same agent hierarchy.
Point-To-Point Channels for Agent Migration
Our framework enables point-to-point agent migration to be provided by mobile agents, called transmitters, instead of by the core system. Transmitter agents correspond to a data-link layer or a network layer and are responsible for establishing point-to-point channels for agent migration between the source host and destination host through a (single hop or multiple hops) data transmission infrastructure, such as TCP/IP, as shown in Figure 2 . They abstract away the variety in the underlying network infrastructure and exchange their inner agents with coexisting agents running at remote computers through their favorite communication protocols. Furthermore, transmitter agents are implemented as mobile agents so that they can be dynamically added to and removed from the system by migrating and replacing the corresponding agents, to keep up with the changes in the network environment. After an agent arrives at a transmitter agent from the upper layer, the arriving agent indicates its final destination. The transmitter suspends the arriving agent (including its inner agents), then requests the core system to serialize the state and code of the arriving agent. Next, it sends the serialized agent to a coexisting transmitter agent located at the destination. The transmitter agent at the destination receives the data and then reconstructs the agent (including its inner agents) and migrates it to the destination or to specified agents for offering upper-layer protocols. Since each runtime system can be equipped with more than one transmitter agent, upper-layer protocols can dynamically select a suitable agent in their requirements and migrate their inner agents to the selected transmitter agents. We have already implemented several transmitter agents based on data communication protocols widely used in the Internet, such as TCP, HTTP, and SMTP. Authentication services normally available in secure communications infrastructure include this functionality. Therefore, we implemented transmitter agents, which can exchange agents with each other through Secure Socket Layer (SSL), one of the most popular secure communication protocols in the Internet. We provide a virtual class in Java that can be specialized to create transmitter agents for various protocols. Therefore, we can easily implement point-to-point channels based on other secure communication protocols for data transmission.
Application-Specific Routing for Agent Migration
A mobile agent often must visit multiple hosts to perform its task and thus is required to make an application-specific and network-dependent itinerary. On the other hand, channels between transmitter agents support point-to-point agent migration. Therefore, we need mechanisms to migrate an application-specific mobile agent among multiple hosts so it can perform its tasks. However, it is difficult to determine the itinerary at the time the agent is designed or instantiated. In addition, even if an agent was optimized for a particular network, it might not be reused in another one. Therefore, we introduce two approaches for determining and managing the itinerary of agents, which are built on transmitter agents running on hosts.
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The first approach provides a function similar to that of routers. We introduce a service provider, called a forwarder agent, for redirecting moving agents to new destinations. Each forwarder agent stays at a host. When receiving agents, it redirects the agents to their destinations through point-to-point channels established among multiple nodes as shown in Figure 3 . Each forwarder agent holds a table describing part of the structure of the network and can be dynamically deployed at nodes and coordinate with other forwarder agents to redirect moving agents to their destinations. However, if the destinations are not reachable, it tries to transfer the agents to another forwarder agents running on intermediate nodes as near the destinations as possible. Each forwarder agent will repeat the entire process in the same way until the agent arrives at the destination.
The second approach is similar to the notion of an active packet (also called a programmable capsule) in active network technology. Existing mobile agents can move from one node to another under their own control, just as active packets can define their own routing. We propose a service provider, called a navigator, for conveying inner agents over a network, as shown in Figure 4 . Each navigator agent is a container of other agents and travels with them in accordance with a list of nodes statically or algorithmically determined, or dynamically based on the agent's previous computations and the current environment. That is, a navigator agent can migrate itself to the next place as a whole with all its inner agents. Each navigator has a routing mechanism for managing a routing table consisting of nodes the navigator agent needs to visit. It maintains a list of nodes to be visited and provides methods to dynamically add and remove elements from this list.
The interaction between a forwarder or navigator agent and its inner agents is based on event-based communication. Upon receiving agents, a forwarder propagates certain events to its visiting agents instructing them to do something during a given time period. After the events have been processed by the inner agents, the forwarder navigator transmits another forwarder agent running at the next host. Upon arriving at a place, a navigator propagates certain events to its inner agents. After the events have been processed by the inner agents, the forwarder or navigator continues on its itinerary. Since the two approaches can hide the description of an agent's itinerary from its behavior, mobile agents become independent of the structure of networks and the modularity and reusability of applicationspecific mobile agents are promoted.
Configuration of Agent Migration Protocol
It is often argued that the advantage of agent migration lies in the reduction of communication costs in distributed computing settings. Although this argument is understandable, our framework can make use of agent migration as a unified mechanism for accessing, changing, or deploying network services for mobile agents. That is, when an agent wants a service, it can access the service by migrating itself to the agent which provides the service. Agent migration in the agent hierarchy is accomplished with the go() command and each mobile is referenced in the form of uniform resource locators (URLs). Our URL consists of two parts: scheme and address. The former is used as the reference of a service provider agent rather than the protocol name. The latter specifies a hierarchical mobile agent located at the same agent hierarchy or different computers. Suppose that an agent performs go(new AgentURL( "TCP-TRANSMITTER: //some.where.com/ agent1/agent2")) where TCP-TRANSMITTER denotes a transmitter agent which migrates its inner agents at TCP-based communication.
When an agent performs the above command, the agent enters the transmitter agent to request that it be migrated into an agent which is a child agent, named agent2, of the agent1 agent included in the base agent running on the host addressed as some.where.com.
Our framework can simultaneously support a variety of network protocols given by different mobile agents. Hence, a mobile agent can be provided its required service by one of the most suitable agents which can deliver the service in the current execution environment. Therefore, agent migration can be viewed as a meta mechanism for changing network protocols. Usually, each mobile agent itself selects one of the service provider agents. To find an appropriate service provider for network processing, an agent trying to move to other nodes is required to know the environmental information exactly, but it is difficult for a mobile agent to access the environments. Therefore, we introduce a simple and practical mechanism to detect suitable service providers by using environment variables maintained by the operating system and external programs.
The syntax of our URLs can contain the form $(variable), where variable denotes a variable name whose value is a string. These variables are basically maintained in agents. Also, they can be associated with environment variables provided by the shell program or the operating system. The current implementation of our system assumes that the operating system and external programs can reflect environmental changes in the values of their environment variables. For example, suppose go(new AgentURL( "$(TRANSMITTER): //some.where.com/ agent1/agent2)) where $(TRANSMITTER) is a variable for specifying a transmitter agent recommended by the operating system or external programs. For When the value of the variable is /HTTP-TRANSMITTER, which specifies a TCP-based transmitter agent located at the root of the agent hierarchy, the above URL is interpreted as /HTTP-TRANSMITTER: //some.where.com /agent1/agent2. When the network environment is changed, the operating system or external programs can detect the change and update the value of the TRANSMITTER environment variable so that the value refers to one of the most suitable agents in the current network environment.
Protocol Distribution
Given a dynamic network infrastructure, a mechanism is needed for propagating mobile agents for supporting protocols to where they are needed. The current implementation of our framework provides the following three mechanisms: (1) mobile agent-based protocols autonomously migrate to nodes at which the protocols may be needed and remain there in a decentralized manner; (2) mobile agent-based protocols are passively deployed at nodes that may require them by using forwarder agents prior to using the protocols as distributors of protocols; and (3) moving agents can carry mobile agent-based protocols inside themselves and deploy the protocols at nodes that the agents traverse. This mechanism can improve performance in the expected common case of agent migration, i.e., a sequence of agents that follow the same path and require the same processing. All the mechanisms are managed by mobile agents, instead of by the runtime system and thus can be customized easily.
Our framework basically uses a scheme in which agents for processing network protocols are downloaded before they are needed, or simultaneously migrated with the agents that need to be processed by the protocols. However, in an effort to increase flexibility, we offer an on-demand approach: such agents can be downloaded on demand and cached for future use, as in several existing active networks. Mobile agent-based protocols identify their types and the protocols to which they belong as they travel. When a mobile agent arrives at a node, the cache of agents is checked. If the required protocol agent is not present, a request to fetch the missing agents is sent to the node from which the agent arrived. The transmission of the arriving agent is suspended, awaiting the protocol, for a finite time. The deployment of transmitter agents needs to be performed by other transmitter agents. For practical reasons, our current implementation provides a built-in transmitter agent, which can deploy other agents to specified nodes through extended HTTP running on TCP/IP communication. It offers the bootstrapping capability needed to install other protocols.
Examples
This section presents some practical examples of the framework presented in this paper that demonstrate how it can be exploited.
Authentication for Agent Migration
Before migrating an agent to its destination host, the moving agent, the source host, and the destination host should to be authenticated. Our current implementation provides a Kerberos-based authentication mechanism for agent migration. Kerberos [18] provides secure authentication services, provided the Kerberos server itself is trusted. It authenticates users without exposing their passwords on the network and generates secret encryption keys that can be selectively shared between mutually suspicious parties. It also allows roaming mobile agents to authenticate themselves in foreign domains where they are unknown, thus enhancing the scale of mobility. Our methods have also been devised to use Kerberos for authorization control and accounting before establishing a TCP connection to transmit mobile agents from the source host to the destination host. This system consists of authentication servers and a ticketgranting server. Each authentication server verifies users during login, and the ticket-granting server issues proof of identifier tickets. We assume that transmitter agents are allocated at the source host and the destination host. A transmitter agent at the source host requests a session key to an authentication server and the ticket-granting server. After receiving the key from the ticket-granting server, the transmitter agent migrates its inner agents to the destination. The current implementation is susceptible to off-line password guessing attacks and to replay attacks for a limited time window.
Monitoring Network Nodes
A typical application of mobile agents is as a monitoring system for network management, and a discussion of the suitability of mobile agents in network management can be found in [2, 8] . Using navigator agents presented in the previous section, we can easily construct a system for monitoring a set of equipment located at nodes in a network and reacting to certain behavioral patterns.
A monitoring agent collects the network traffic load by accessing SNMP data from the MIB. However, it has no mechanism for its own itinerary and thus is not dependent on a particular network. On the other hand, a navigator agent is responsible for periodically traveling among nodes in a network. It can be designed for navigating in a particular network, and it can guide monitoring agents inside itself through its itinerary over the network.
When a monitoring agent is preparing to monitor a network, it enters a navigator agent designed for that network. The navigator then generates an efficient travel plan to visit certain nodes in the network. Next, it migrates itself and the monitoring agent to the nodes sequentially. When it arrives at each destination, it dispatches certain events to its inner agents at specified timings. A navigator agent can handle exceptions such as inactive hosts on behalf of monitoring agents while trying to migrate itself and its inner agents to new destinations. When the agent has to travel over a network more than one time, it can refer the result of its previous itinerary such as reachable nodes and arrival timings in the next itinerary.
Locating Mobile Agents
When an agent wants to interact with another agent, it must know the current location of the target agent. Therefore, we need a mechanism for tracking a moving agent. An extension of our forwarder agent offers such a mechanism as shown in Figure 5 . Just before an agent moves into another agent, it creates and leaves a forwarder agent behind. The forwarder agent inherits the name of the moving agent and transfers its visiting agent to the new location of the moving agent. Therefore, when an agent wants to migrate to another agent that has moved elsewhere, it can migrate into the forwarder agent in return for the target agent. The forwarder agent then automatically transfers it to the current location of the target agent. Several schemes for efficiently locating mobile agents have been explored in the field of process/object migration in distributed operating systems. Our forwarder agents can easily support most of these schemes because they are programmable entities and can flexibly negotiate with each other through data transmission protocols such as TCP/IP. 
Current Status
Our adaptive protocols have been implemented with the Java language and tested in the MobileSpaces mobile agent system, which is built on the Java virtual machine. The core system is constructed independently of the underlying system and can run on any computer with JDK 1.2-compatible Java runtime. Even though our implementation was not built for performance, we have conducted a basic experiment on agent migration. The cost of an agent migration in an agent hierarchy was measured to be 5 ms, including the cost to check whether the visiting agent was permitted to enter the destination agent or not. The cost of agent migration supported by transmitter agents allocated on two computers was measured to be 25 ms. A transmitter agent can communicate with another one by using an application-level protocol for agent transmission whose mechanism is modeled on that of the HTTP protocol over TCP/IP communication. On the sender side, a transmitter agent serializes and transfers the codes and state of an agent (including its inner agents) to the transmitter on the receiver side and waits for an acknowledgment message. The second result is the sum of the marshaling, compression, opening TCP connection, transmission, acknowledgment, decompression, security and consistency verifications, and unmarshaling. The moving agent is a simple navigator agent and consists of basic callback methods and contains two child agents. Its data size is about 3 Kbytes (zip-compressed).
Related Work
Mobile agents are active programs, which can travel between locations, i.e., agent platforms or runtime systems running on different computers. Many mobile agent systems have been released over the last few years, for example, Aglets [9] , Mole [17] , Telescript [20] , and Voyager [11] . To our knowledge, none can extend and adapt their functions to the requirements of their visiting agents and changes in the environment while running, whereas ours can. Although mobile agents need to be used in heterogeneous environments, for example, mobile computers, information appliances, and wireless networks, existing systems explicitly and implicitly assume a particular network infrastructure. To overcome this problem, the agent migration mechanism of Aglets is implemented based on a hierarchical approach and thus the mechanism itself can be independent of the underlying network infrastructure, but cannot dynamically adapt to changes in the network environments, unlike ours. Among them, the MobileSpaces system presented in our previous [12] can dynamically adapt itself to changes in its execution environment. However, the system itself is just an infrastructure and thus does not support any agent migration protocols for the Internet. Moreover, we proposed a layered architecture for building mobile agent-based protocols for migrating mobile agents in previous studies [14, 15] . That architecture serves as the basis for the framework presented in this paper, but its target is to offer application-specific routing mechanisms, instead of any protocols for transmitting agents over the Internet. On the other hand, this paper proposes a self-configurable architecture for building and deploying agent migration protocols for the Internet.
The framework presented in this paper changes network processing by incorporating it with active network technology [19] . There have been many attempts to apply mobile agent technology to the development of active networks [1, 8] , since mobile agents can be regarded as a special case of mobile code technology, which is the basis of most existing active network technologies. In contrast, we apply active network technology to mobile agent technology. Moreover, there have been many reported attempts to customize processing in the literature of meta-level and self-reflective architecture, instead of mobile agent technology. However, their customization mechanisms are often so complex that it is difficult to construct them and make them accessible and secure. We need to construct a simple and natural approach to configuring and adapting network processing for agent migration.
Conclusion
We have presented a framework for building a selfconfiguring infrastructure for agent migration over the Internet. The framework provides a layered architecture for adaptive protocols for mobile agents. These network protocols for agent migration can be naturally implemented within mobile agents and thus can be dynamically added to and removed from the system by migrating the corresponding agents, according to the requirements of visiting agents and changes in the environment. We presented several mobile agent-based protocols based on standard protocols in the Internet. Our prototype implementation built on a Java-based mobile agent system, called MobileSpaces, allowed us to experiment with the construction and deployment of these protocols. This experience strongly suggests that the use of active network technologies in mobile agents holds considerable promise and that our framework can dynamically and flexibly customize network processing for agent migration, without any limitation on the reusability of application-specific agents.
Finally, we would like to mention further issues. Our early performance measurements indicate that the performance of our adaptive protocols is reasonable for a highlevel prototype and fast enough for experimenting with application-specific protocols. However, the performance of the current implementation is not yet satisfactory. We plan to improve the performance. We are interested in developing various agent migration protocols for the Internet, in addition to the examples presented in this paper. We also constructed a mobile agent-based approach for building and testing applications for mobile computing [16] and are interested in applying this framework to such a software development methodology for mobile computing. In addition to, our adaptive protocols are not always dependent on our framework and thus should be applied to other active network infrastructure.
